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About This Game

A 3D adventure game where your initial abilities are to knock, ask, trick and take.
You're following a mysterious Halloween invitation into the monster-filled night.

Use your abilities to get other abilities to get the final item - a treat.
What could possibly go wrong?

Mysterious atmosphere and story.
Slow-paced and occasionally spooky.

About 1 hour of playtime on a spoiler-free first run.
All assets and game engine custom made.

Accessibility Features and Anti-Features

+/- All dialog text-only

+ All sound effects dispensable
+ No color differentiation required

+ Mostly high contrast text
- Mostly low contrast scenery
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+ No time limits to read on-screen text
+ No time limits to complete in-game tasks

+ In-game tutorial
+ Simple menu

- No alternative difficulty levels
+ Controller support for game and menus (Requires if used: 1 d-pad, 2 2-axis analog sticks, 4 buttons)

+ Remappable controller buttons and analog sticks
+/- Low default analog stick sensitivity but not customizable

+/- Keyboard and mouse support (sensitivity not customizable)
+ Keyboard only support

- No remappable keyboard keys (Requires if used: w, a, s, d, up, left, down, right, 1, 2, 3, enter/space/e)
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all haze eve

Soooo.... Looked like a fun little sim.

Nope.

Just spam click the elements buttons for points to spend on upgrades. When they all get to 10 and you have all the animals, there
is NOTHING else to do. Played through twice, each time lasted around 4 minutes with the same outcome on each play through.

This game is terrible.

DO NOT WASTE YOUR TIME!. I really dig this game! Play sessions are compartmentalized into little bursts... easy to pick up
and play for just a minute at a time. There aren't enough games like this.

The game gets better and better as you play, and the developers did a wonderful job of expanding the game mechanics and
keeping things fresh. I finished the game 100% but it is a feeling like I'm sad to be done, it was that much fun.

I like the streamlined UI which is large, easy to read, and gets you into battle quickly while communicating objectives fast. No
needless BS, slowdowns, animations or clutter, just pure go-time. And the music, sound and presentation are exciting and go
great.

Some have expressed concern about the large graphics and seemingly-cramped play area, but honestly I find that only adds to
the speed, excitement and crispness required for good play.

I got this on sale for $1 and I feel like I ripped them off.. I beat the game in a day. There are not enough levels hat a player can
get all the upgrades. It just gets repetative. There are way better town defence games out there, this one just feels like it the dev
didn't just pushed it out, and didn't really put any love into it.. you are a normal anime grill when suddenly the skeltal army
attacks and they destroy your house. thanks mr skeltal.. Wait until it's $2 or $3 .... it's fun and the mechanics are great.
Upgrading your ship is the coolest part by far. The game is missing intensity though... it feels way too much like a true
throwback. Update the soundtrack and any screen effects when you kill other guys and this game will be completely worth $5.
Crashes a lot.. I was all about playing all the Sherlock Holmes games, but this one is seriously taxing my patience. I actually saw
the logic of the puzzles, even the safe combination one everyone seems to hate. I like that it's actually investigative, with
testimony a major component of the overall puzzles. I was enjoying all of it... until the stealth/timed stuff started. I was
frustrated as hell with the first one, to the point of using a video walkthrough, which I usually avoid like the plague. I got past
that, and there was a second one. I got through that.

Then the forest. Where there are a dozen touchy, camera-angle-changing screen changes, a short, hard timer, and places where
Sherlock WILL. NOT. F-ING. MOVE.

Despite liking the story, despite liking the puzzles, I may not pick this game up again, and I really can't recommend it to
adventure gamers of any but the most stubborn, old-school stripe. When a point-and-click adventure game has timed movement
puzzles that combine Nintendo Hard game mechanics with control schemes that would be embarrasing in a free Flash game... if
you're into seeing all the Sherlock Holmes games, just play this one until you get to the stupid timed BS, then watch Let's Plays
on YouTube instead of subjecting yourself to the bad choices of the developers.. Absolutely wonderful, and deserving of
sequel.. guys start playing
. Cool idea, fairly well executed. I enjoyed the time I spent on the game, and felt I got my money's worth but not for me as a
proper time sink.
Worth it at this price though.
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The controlls are terrible on the keybord and the olny way I could pause the game to get to settings was by pressing shift and tab,
when you use the mouse to shoot the direction that your bullets go changes randomly. even if it didn't do that it would still be
hard to aim because if you put your mouse on the left of the screen and start firing, the bullets go below your mouse. I tried
plugging in my Xbox 306 controller to see if it works, I could move around easily with the left wiggle stick, but the right one
didnt do anything and lt and rt just shot bullets to the left and right.. I really liked it but without devs continuing developement
replability is minimal.. Good old fashioned turn based strategy game. A bit tricky to get it running on Win10 (support forums
are a great help) and certainly has some stability issues (also doesn't run in a higher resolution than 640*480). Still worth it, if
only for the nostalgia bit.. One of my most played games of all time, used to play every day now that its on steam even better,
this game needs more praise.. Its a good starrrt and the core machanics are good but a few thing make it unfun
1.Walking back requires you to put your hands down
2. I takes like 4 or 5 punches and your down as a boxer myself I can tell you thats ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t unless your fighting someone
that grossly overmaches you it takes alot more than that with a few exeptions like Mike Tyson or George forman
3.Once you move your head back to slipp then your legs move to so once you mave back the other boxer is inches away and can
easily get past your defence
4. Defence is way to promonont with the fact that you can go do in to light punches and cant really slip defence is your only
option espialy since if you drop your hands to move back your probably going to go do
So its a good start but needs serious improfments. No game. No fun. Just scam.. I bought this game for $1.00 thanks to a coupon
I got while crafting badges, and although I've only played 10 minutes total as of the moment I'm writing this review, I already
don't regret buying this game!. nice game to drop cards. This game follows up right after NIghtmares From the Deep 1, this is
the collectors edition even though it is not listed as such. With Part 2 this game is one of the few HIdden Object Games worthy
of being a franchise with its excellent story telling, great imagry, and fun puzzle solving gameplay elements. Once again you are
the Museum Curator who like most museum curators must battle the forces of the supernatural to maintain your exhibitions.

Anyone can enjoy this game, the difficulty level seems fine for all kinds of players from new HO fans to battle hardened HO
veterans. There is a strategy guide if stuck, hint button if lost, and hint button for puzzles. The gameplay is up to the player since
this unique series of games offers Mahjong as an alternative to finding the hidden objects. All of the scenes fit the atmosphere
of the game with a nautical or seaside type of theme fun for summer gaming. This game continues the pirate traditionss of
Voodoo, Mermaids, or to be Politically correct Mer-people which is their official designation.

A trademark of HO games is their fantastic artwork, the scenes and characters come to life fully voiced. Though their
pronunciation of some words can be a bit controversial sparking debates and barhouse brawls across the Caribbean for
centuries.

Kraken in the game is pronounced Crack-In which is how its pronounced in Scandanavian, while the creature is known earliest
amongst the people of Norway where it seems they call it Kraw-kun? In English using phonetics Kraken would be pronounced
Kray-ken. Scholars to this day and possible scientists deep in Area-51 are still trying to unravel this mystery to unlock the riddle
of the ages.
The best answer seems to come from Pirates of the Carribean:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=vXKoWLSyxz4
*Competionist TIps:
When looking for the Mirage parrots, keep track of locations where the mirage parrots have been found. Watch in cut scenes
for them to appear indicating their presence in a scene. If one is known to be in a location keep going back and forth to trigger
the mirage parrot to appear. While this is the most difficult part of the game, its not too hard, the games short length makes it
not so bad to get 100% in for even the fastest of achevo hunters.

Rating: 10\/10 Vaule: $9.99. A quite easy gravity-change based platformer (would call it jump´n´run but... you can not jump)
with 40 levels that you can complete in about 1 1/2 or 2 hours. It is appealing to the eye while the 3 songs that play on repeat in
the background are very relaxed but still repetitive. The ambient sounds are the only thing in-game that seem a bit "low budget"
but I am fine with that. Looks nice, controls are fine, had fun, price is good and even better if you got a coupon by crafting a
badge. Oh and completing all 78 achievements in 2 hours feels just pretty satisfying.
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